
Collection

A collection of examples: sites, interfaces



Evolve media network (WIP)
Design system and refresh / json styling



Evolve media network (WIP)
Design system and refresh / json styling



Evolve media network (WIP)
Game search editor app



Bigger Bolder Baking
Design system and refresh / json styling



Navigation menus in WordPress
Explore in editor solution

Problem



Extendify

Extending the WordPress new editing experience
First designer, created MVP, established design system and 
product in collaboration with founders



Task

Explore the problem
Create a MVP of the system to build themes as automated as possible using 

Airtable / JSON / Github actions.

Create viable pitch prototype
Include onboarding so could pitch to hosting companies (ongoing)

Created the first pitch site also for investment

Initial branding including marketing.











WordPress:
Gutenberg Editor



Situation

The problem

● WordPress editor was dated.

● Technology stack was limiting 

what could be created.

● 🐛 reports

● Plugins/hacks to get around 

experience.

● Poor foundation to build on.

Those impacted

● Extenders: creating/developers

● Enterprise: limited selling of 

WP

● Day-to-day editor users

● Entire ecosystem



Situation

Business

WordPress market share dropping: not innovative

Opportunity for new business



Task

Explore the problem
Start small, build up as the design lead of phase one.

Lead to a release
Keep going until we get to a release but do in open.



Actions

Start from the beginning
- New tech stack, be inspired from outside

- Tech lead collaboration, team grew

- Work out the foundations

- Look beyond the project

- Snowfall: editorial achievements





Actions

Establish a language
- Look at what works
- Look at what doesn’t
- Audit
- Create entirely new language and Figma 

system for that
- As add, look at if need options





Actions

Create block by block
- Explore where it would need to grow

- Look at the sections

- Map and plan out each

- Find out what could break

- Test and iterate

- Set states for blocks: rules, placeholders









Actions

Bring in concept of direct 
manipulation in editor

- This was previously unknown to WordPress 

unless in plugin

- This was known outside WordPress



Actions

Focus on hitch interactions
- Links: how can these be improved?

- Establishing iconography

V1

V2



Actions

Test, iterate and features
- Release in plugin

- Release often

- Get feedback from community and enterprise 

specifically

- Plot the minimum delightful ship

- Create blocks people need

- Extend interface to meet needs









Actions

Improve extendability
- Review options

- Look at adaptability across devices

- Think beyond release

V1 V2



Actions

Raise fidelity
- Increase to v1 in plugin

- Usability testing in community spaces

- Showcase potential at conferences

- Encourage creating with editor

- Iterate based on feedback

- Work towards release

- Gain more designers/engineers

- Get usability feedback from agencies



Actions

Avoiding shock of the new
- Explore tips

- What is too much?

- Look at welcomes

- Decide to scale back

- Keep extendability

- Provide options panel to enterprise





Actions

Go beyond
- Navigation menus from old editor

- Bring into new editor

- Make into block

- Explore the future....

Problem







Results
- Plugin release until phase 1 version

- WordPress 5.0 released

- 77.4 million active installs (just on .com/tracked through Jetpack)

- 278.0 million posts written

- Supported existing, began bug fixing

- Project continues

- The tech stack of WordPress changed

- A new ecosystem created



WordPress:
Global styles

For WordPress editor (codename Gutenberg)



Situation

The problem

● Variable interfaces to do same 

thing of customizing

● Easy too go wrong/ hacks

● 🐛 reports

● Themes had to be simple so 

lacked inspiration

● Outside market was easy

Those impacted

● Enterprise: limited potential

● Day-to-day editor users 

frustrated by having to code 

and interface confusion

● Entire ecosystem with lack of 

creativity



Task

Explore the problem
Go wide, think what could be.

Find a starting point
Create an issue, identify what is missing to begin.



Actions

Explore the problem
- Workshop with engineer partner

- Gain others in community

- Ask for inspiration

- Seek fuel in competitive analysis

- Map flows

- Listen to the hitches and stories

- Visually communicate the solution



Actions

‘Ah-ha’
- WordPress way was accepting wrong issues

- Planned a system that used CSS correctly from 

ground up 

- Feedback loops

- Engineering lead split from design to tackle 

problem in two approaches



Actions

Raising fidelity
- Work from sketches looking at whole

- Gather feedback in issues

- Iterate, post, iterate

- Raise up fidelity



Actions

Focus on components
- Zoom into specific components needed

- Raise these up to higher fidelity in Figma with 

community feedback

- Gather more input from others, starting to 

gain traction as a project



Actions

Prototypes
- Create collection of prototypes

- Reject a lot based on feedback

- Distill back to using the existing interface and 

what could ship sooner

- Get feedback > iterate



Actions

Conclude
- Create issues to begin work on components 

needed for styling.

- Create issue for work needed on styling 

foundation.

- Open conversation and engage with 

community.

- Plant the seed and interact.



Results
- Issues made to start work

- V1 of global styles took a year or so after to be 

created

- Now on several iterations past original

- Set groundwork for Full Site Editing

- Saw increased creativity and start of new theme 

shift in WordPress

- Design tools initiative begun in community to 

create those - from intrinsic, variable fonts 

through to colors and beyond
Experiment from the project by contributor using interface


